Abstract. We define (iterated) coisotropic correspondences between derived Poisson stacks, and construct symmetric monoidal higher categories of derived Poisson stacks where the i-morphisms are given by i-fold coisotropic correspondences. Assuming an expected equivalence of different models of higher Morita categories, we prove that all derived Poisson stacks are fully dualizable, and so determine framed extended TQFTs by the Cobordism Hypothesis. Along the way we also prove that the higher Morita category of En-algebras with respect to coproducts is equivalent to the higher category of iterated cospans.
has proposed that the "correct" notion of morphisms between two symplectic manifolds (X, ω X ) and (Y, ω Y ) should be Lagrangian correspondences (also known as canonical relations), i.e. Lagrangian submanifolds of (X × Y, ω X − ω Y ). As one piece of evidence for this claim, it is a well-known fact that a smooth map X → Y is a symplectomorphism if and only if its graph is a Lagrangian correspondence. Under certain transversality hypotheses, it is possible to compose Lagrangian correspondences by taking This pullback induces a pushout square in CAlg(M Z ) (see Proposition 3.1.5)
Y ′ (where we omit notation for the pullbacks to Z). To compose two coisotropic correspondences we take the corresponding relative tensor product of the bimodules P ∞ Y and P ∞ Y ′ in P s -algebras. This can be interpreted as forming a composite in the Morita category of algebras and bimodules in Alg Ps (M Z ) -this has associative algebras as objects, with morphisms from A to B given by (A, B)-bimodules and composition given by taking relative tensor products.
To construct the ∞-categorical extension of this category we need a more structured way of defining it. For this we consider a general notion of "spans with coefficients". If C is an ∞-category with pullbacks, then given a functor F : C op → Cat ∞ , we can define an ∞-category Span 1 (C; F ) of spans with coefficients in F such that:
• an object of Span 1 (C; F ) is a pair (c ∈ C, x ∈ F (c)),
• a morphism from (c, x) to (c ′ 
We can apply this to the functors P s 1 , C 1 : dSt op → Cat given by P s 1 (X) = alg 1 (Alg Ps (M X )) and C 1 (X) = alg 1 (CAlg(M X )), where alg 1 (C) denotes the Morita ∞-category of a monoidal ∞-category C [Hau17] . The forgetful functor from Poisson algebras to commutative algebras induces a functor Span 1 (dSt; P s 1 ) → Span 1 (dSt; C 1 ). Moreover, using the section P ∞ X ∈ CAlg(M X ) we can define a functor Span 1 (dSt) → Span 1 (dSt; C 1 ) which takes X ∈ dSt to (X, P Span 1 (dSt) Span 1 (dSt; C 1 ).
1.3. Overview of Results. In §2.3 we use the higher categories of "spans with local systems" defined in [Hau18] to construct the ∞-categories Span 1 (C; F ) as well as their higher-dimensional cousins Span n (C; F ), where F is a functor from C to the ∞-category of (∞, n)-categories. We then want to define the (∞, n)-category CoisCorr Span n (dSt) Span n (dSt; C n ).
where the functors P s n , C n : dSt op → Cat (∞,n) are given by P s n (X) = alg n (Alg Ps+1−n (M X )) and C n (X) = alg n (CAlg(M X )), with alg n (C) denoting the Morita (∞, n)-category of C [Hau17] . However, we need to do some work to construct the functor Span n (dSt) → Span n (dSt; C n ); for this we prove two results that may be of independent interest. Theorem 1.3.1 (See Corollary 2.4.11). Let Cat po ∞ be the subcategory of Cat ∞ whose objects are ∞-categories with pushouts, and whose morphisms are functors that preserve these. Given a functor F : C op → Cat po ∞ we can form the functor Cospan n (F ) : C op → Cat (∞,n) . There is an equivalence of (∞, n)-categories Span n (C; Cospan n (F )) ≃ Cospan n (F),
where F → C op is the cocartesian fibration for F . Theorem 1.3.2 (See Corollary 2.6.10). Suppose C is an ∞-category with finite colimits. Then there is an equivalence of (∞, n)-categories
Cospan n (C) ≃ alg n (C ∐ ).
Together, these two results lead to a simplified description of Span n (dSt; C n ), which allows us to prove our main result: Theorem 1.3.3 (See Theorem 3.3.4). There is a symmetric monoidal (∞, n)-category CoisCorr s n whose objects are derived stacks with s-shifted Poisson structures, and whose i-morphisms are ifold coisotropic correspondences. Assuming all E n -algebras are fully dualizable, all objects of this (∞, n)-category are fully dualizable.
It was recently proved by Gwilliam and Scheimbauer [GS18] that the Morita (∞, n)-category has duals; however, they use a geometric model of this (∞, n)-category, which is not yet known to be equivalent to the algebraic model we use. Assuming this comparison (more precisely, see Conjecture 2.5.19), as well as the Cobordism Hypothesis, we have: Corollary 1.3.4. Every s-shifted derived Poisson stack X determines a framed n-dimensional extended topological quantum field theory Note that the (∞, n)-category of s-shifted Lagrangian correspondences Lag s n has recently been defined in [CHS19] .
It is known [CPT + 17, Pri17] that s-shifted Poisson structures satisfying a non-degeneracy condition are equivalent to s-shifted symplectic structures in the sense of [PTVV13] , and similarly that non-degenerate coisotropic structures are equivalent to Lagrangian structures [Pri16, MS18b] . In §3.4 we explain how we expect these equivalences to generalize to relate CoisCorr s n to a symmetric monoidal (∞, n)-category Lag s n of s-shifted symplectic stacks and iterated Lagrangian correspondences, which is constructed in forthcoming work of the first author with Calaque and Scheimbauer [CHS19] .
Categorical Preliminaries
In this section we carry out the preliminary categorical constructions we require. We begin by briefly reviewing the definitions of (and fixing our notation for) iterated Segal spaces in §2.1, and then recalling the construction of higher categories of spans from [Hau18] in §2.2. In §2.3 we use this to introduce higher categories of spans with coefficients in an (∞, n)-category. For the case of spans with coefficients in cospans we then provide a simpler description of this construction in §2.4. In §2.5 we recall the definition of the higher Morita category of E n -algebras from [Hau17] , which we use in §2.6 to prove that the higher category of cospans is a higher Morita category.
2.1. Review of Iterated Segal Spaces. The goal of this subsection is to provide a brief review of the theory of iterated Segal spaces, which was introduced by Barwick in [Bar05] ; iterated Segal spaces will be our model for (∞, n)-categories. Our discussion here is mainly intended to fix the notation we use in the rest of the paper; we refer the reader to [Hau18, § §3, 4, 7, 11] for further details and motivation.
Definition 2.1.1. We write for the usual simplex category, with objects the ordered sets [n] := {0, 1, . . . , n} and order-preserving functions as morphisms. A morphism φ : [n] → [m] in is called inert if it is the inclusion of a sub-interval, i.e. if φ(i) = φ(0) + i for all i, and active if it preserves the end points, i.e. if φ(0) = 0 and φ(n) = m. We write int for the subcategory of containing only the inert maps.
Notation 2.1.2. For all n, we have maps in
where σ i (0 ≤ i ≤ n) sends 0 to i and ρ i (0 < i ≤ n) sends 0 and 1 to i − 1 and i, respectively.
Definition 2.1.3. Let C be an ∞-category with pullbacks. A category object in C is a functor X : op → C such that the natural morphisms induced by the maps σ i and ρ i X n → X 1 × X0 · · · × X0 X 1 are equivalences in C, for all n. We let Cat(C) denote the full subcategory of Fun( op , C) spanned by the category objects.
The above definition can be iterated, leading us to the following notion:
Definition 2.1.4. Let C be an ∞-category with pullbacks. A n-uple category object in C is defined inductively as a category object in the ∞-category of (n−1)-category objects. We let Cat n (C) denote the ∞-category of n-uple category objects in C, viewed as a full subcategory of Fun( n,op , C). If C is the ∞-category S of spaces, we refer to n-uple category objects as n-uple Segal spaces.
Among the n-uple Segal spaces we can single out those that describe (∞, n)-categories by imposing constancy conditions:
Definition 2.1.5. Let C be an ∞-category with pullbacks. A 1-fold Segal object in C is simply a category object in C. We now say inductively that an n-fold Segal object in C is an n-uple category object X in C such that
• the restriction X 0,•,...,• ∈ Cat n−1 (C) is constant; • the restrictions X k,•,...,• ∈ Cat n−1 (C) are (n − 1)-fold Segal objects for all k.
We denote by Seg n (C) the full subcategory of Cat n (C) spanned by n-fold Segal objects. If C is the ∞-category S of spaces, we refer to n-fold Segal objects as n-fold Segal spaces.
By definition, the category Seg n (C) comes equipped with an inclusion functor to Cat n (C).
Proposition 2.1.6. Let C be an ∞-category with pullbacks. The inclusion Seg n (C) → Cat n (C) admits a right adjoint, which will be denoted by U n Seg . We refer to [Hau18, Proposition 4 .12] for a proof. To obtain the correct ∞-category of (∞, n)-categories we must invert the fully faithful and essentially surjective morphisms. By results of Rezk [Rez01] in the case n = 1 and Barwick [Bar05] in general this localization is given by the full subcategory of complete objects, defined as follows:
Definition 2.1.7. Let X be a n-fold Segal space. We inductively say that X is complete if
• the Segal space X •,0,...,0 is complete in the sense of [Rez01] ;
• the (n − 1)-fold Segal space X 1,•,...,• is complete. We denote by CSS n (S) the full subcategory of Seg n (S) spanned by complete n-fold Segal spaces.
We also denote CSS n (S) by Cat (∞,n) ; this ∞-category is equivalent to those of other descriptions of (∞, n)-categories by [BSP11] .
Notation 2.1.8. Let D be an n-fold Segal space, and let x and y be objects of D (i.e. points of D 0,...,0 ). Then the (n − 1)-fold Segal space D(x, y) of morphisms from x to y is defined by the pullback square
Since (complete) n-fold Segal spaces are models for (∞, n)-categories, it is natural to consider a notion of monoidal structures on these objects. Definition 2.1.9. Let C be an ∞-category with finite products. An associative monoid in C is a functor A :
op → C such that the natural maps
are equivalences for all n. We denote by Mon(C) the full subcategory of Fun( op , C) spanned by associative monoids. Monoids in the categories Seg n (S) or CSS n (S) will be called monoidal n-fold (complete) Segal spaces.
We can once again iterate the above definition:
Definition 2.1.10. Inductively, a k-uple monoid in C is simply defined to be a (k − 1)-uple monoid in Mon(C), and we denote by Mon k (C) the category of k-uple monoids in C. The k-uple monoids in Seg n (S) or in CSS n (S) are called k-uply monoidal n-fold (complete) Segal spaces.
Notice that there are natural functors Mon k (C) → Mon k−1 (C) for all k, which are defined by sending X ∈ Mon k (C) to X 1,•,...,• :
n−1,op → C.
Definition 2.1.11. The ∞-category Mon ∞ (C) of ∞-uple monoids in C is defined to be the limit of the diagram
Remark 2.1.12. k-uply and ∞-uply monoidal (complete) n-fold Segal spaces can be equivalently described as E n -algebras and E ∞ -algebras, in the sense of [Lur17] (we refer to [Hau18, Proposition 10 .12] for a precise statement). Therefore, k-uply and ∞-uply monoidal (complete) n-fold Segal spaces will be alternatively called E k -monoidal and symmetric monoidal (complete) n-fold Segal spaces.
Remark 2.1.13. If D is an n-fold Segal space and x is an object of D then D(x, x) is canonically a monoidal (n − 1)-fold Segal space. This construction can be iterated, so that if we have a sequence of (n + i)-fold Segal spaces D i (0 ≤ i ≤ m) and objects
is an E m -monoidal n-fold Segal space (where we may have m = ∞).
We now briefly recall what it means for an (∞, n)-category to have adjoints and duals (see [Lur09b] or [Hau18, §11] for more details):
Definition 2.1.14. Let D be a 2-fold Segal space, and let h 2 D denote its homotopy 2-category. A 1-morphism in D is a (left or right) adjoint if its image in h 2 D is one. We say that D has adjoints for 1-morphisms if every 1-morphism in D is both a left and right adjoint. If D is an n-fold Segal space we similarly say that D has adjoints for 1-morphisms if its underlying 2-fold Segal space has adjoints for 1-morphisms; by induction we then say that D has adjoints for i-morphisms for i > 1 if D(x, y) has adjoints for (i − 1)-morphisms for all objects x, y. If D has adjoints for i-morphisms for all 1 ≤ i < n we simply say that D has adjoints, while a (k-uply) monoidal n-fold Segal space has duals if it has adjoints when viewed as an (n + 1)-fold Segal space.
We need to know that these properties are preserved under pullbacks, which is a consequence of the following observation:
be a pullback of (∞, 2)-categories. Then a morphism in C has a left (right) adjoint if and only if its images in D 1 and D 2 have left (right) adjoints.
Proof. Let Adj denote the free adjunction 2-category. This is described explicitly in [RV16] , where it is proved that an adjunction in an (∞, 2)-category K is equivalent to a functor Adj → K, from which it is clear that any functor of (∞, 2)-categories must preserve adjunctions. It thus suffices to show the "if" direction, which we do for the case of left adjoints. Let l : ∆ 1 → Adj denote the inclusion of the 1-morphism that is a left adjoint. By [RV16, Theorem 4.4.18], for any (∞, 2)-category K the fibres of
are either empty or contractible, and a 1-morphism in K is a left adjoint precisely when the fibre is non-empty. Moreover, our pullback square gives a commutative cube
where the top and bottom faces are pullbacks. Given a 1-morphism f in C we get a pullback square of fibres, which shows that if the images of f in D 1 and D 2 are left adjoints, then f is a left adjoint.
Since the notions of "having duals" and "having adjoints" are defined in terms of adjunctions in (∞, 2)-categories, we get the following as an immediate consequence: Definition 2.2.1. We write â n for the partially ordered set of pairs (i, j) with 0 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n,
which gives functors â
•,...,• :
n → Cat. We let â n → n,op denote the cartesian fibration for this functor. For any ∞-category K over n,op we have a natural equivalence Definition 2.2.5. Let C be an ∞-category with pullbacks. We say a functor f : â i1,...,i k → C is cartesian if it is a right Kan extension of its restriction to i1,...,i k . We write SPAN + n (C) and SPAN n (C) for the full subcategories of SPAN + n (C) and SPAN n (C), respectively, spanned by the cartesian functors.
We then have:
n,op is a cocartesian fibration, by [Hau18, Corollary 5.12].
• The corresponding functor n,op → Cat ∞ is an n-uple category object, by [Hau18, Proposition 5.14]. Similarly, SPAN n (C) is an n-uple Segal space.
Definition 2.2.6. We let Span n (C) be the underlying n-fold Segal space of SPAN n (C).
Notation 2.2.7. If C is an ∞-category with pushouts, we also write COSPAN n (C) := SPAN n (C op ) and Cospan n (C) := Span n (C op ).
We have the following results from [Hau18] :
• The n-fold Segal space Span n (C) is complete, by [Hau18, Corollary 8.5].
• For objects, x, y ∈ C, the (n − 1)-fold Segal space of maps Span n (C)(x, y) is naturally equivalent to Span n−1 (C /x,y ), by [Hau18, Proposition 8.3 ]. Here C /x,y := C /x × C C /y is the ∞-category of spans x ← c → y with x and y fixed.
• As a consequence, if C has a terminal object (i.e. C has all finite limits), then the (∞, n)-category Span n (C) has a natural symmetric monoidal structure, as in [Hau18, Proposition 12.1].
• The symmetric monoidal (∞, n)-category Span n (C) has duals, by [Hau18, Corollary 12.5].
We also considered a variant of the definition of Span n (C), giving a higher category of "iterated spans with local systems" in a category object in C:
We write Π n for the product of n copies of Π, and Π I : â I → n,op for its restriction to â I .
Definition 2.2.9. Let C be an ∞-category with pullbacks. Given a functor F : n,op → C, we write SPAN + n (C; F ) → n,op for the cocartesian fibration corresponding to the functor
Remark 2.2.10. SPAN + n (C; F ) can also be described as the ∞-category of commutative diagrams
If we write C //F for the pullback
F this means we can describe SPAN + n (C; F ) as the pullback
where the bottom horizontal map is the section of SPAN
Definition 2.2.11. Suppose C is an ∞-category with pullbacks and F : n,op → C is an n-uple 
Then SPAN + n (C; F ) → n,op is a cocartesian fibration, being a fibre product of cocartesian fibrations over n,op along functors that preserve cocartesian morphisms. Moreover, it corresponds to an n-uple category object in Cat ∞ by [Hau18, Proposition 6.7]. We write SPAN n (C; F ) for the underlying left fibration, which corresponds to an n-uple Segal space, and Span n (C; F ) for its underlying n-fold Segal space.
Remark 2.2.12. Using the description of the right adjoint U n Seg in terms of iterated pullbacks in the proof of [Hau18, Proposition 4.12], it is easy to see that for an n-uple category object F :
If C is an ∞-category with finite limits, and ξ, η are objects of Span n (C; F ), corresponding to morphisms ξ : x → F 0,...,0 , η : y → F 0,...,0 in C, then by [Hau18, Proposition 9.3] we can identify the (n − 1)-fold Segal space of maps Span n (C; F )(ξ, η) with Span n−1 (C; F ξ,η ), where F ξ,η is the functor n−1,op → C defined as the pullback
ξ×η Here it will be convenient to slightly reformulate this, using the following observation:
Lemma 2.2.13. Suppose C is an ∞-category with pullbacks. Given a functor F : n,op → C /x there is a natural equivalence Span n (C /x ; F ) ≃ Span n (C; F ).
Proof. The commutative square
is cartesian; pulling back along F : n,op → C /x we get a natural equivalence C //F ≃ (C /x ) //F , and hence a natural equivalence SPAN n (C; F ) ≃ SPAN n (C /x ; F ), which restricts to an equivalence Span n (C; F ) ≃ Span n (C /x ; F ).
As a consequence, we may identify Span n (C; F )(ξ, η) with Span n−1 (C /x×y ; F ξ,η ); it is easy to see that this identification is compatible with the identification Span n (C)(x, y) ≃ Span n−1 (C /x×y ).
It follows that if F is a functor to symmetric monoidal n-fold Segal objects in C, then Span n (C; F ) is a symmetric monoidal n-fold Segal space (see [Hau18, Proposition 13 .1]).
If X is an ∞-topos, we can make sense of complete n-fold Segal objects in X, and of (symmetric monoidal) n-fold Segal objects having adjoints (and having duals). We then have that:
• If F : n,op → X is complete, then Span n (X; F ) is a complete n-fold Segal space by [Hau18, Corollary 9.7].
• If F has adjoints, then so does Span n (X; F ), by [Hau18, Theorem 3.3].
• If F is a symmetric monoidal complete n-fold Segal object in X that has duals, then Span n (X; F ) has duals. Here we only consider X of the form P(C) for some ∞-category C, in which case all these notions are given objectwise in C by the usual notions for n-fold Segal spaces.
2.3. Spans with Coefficients. We now introduce higher categories of spans with coefficients as a variant of the constructions above:
Definition 2.3.1. Suppose C is a small ∞-category. Given a functor F : C op → Seg n (S), we define the n-fold Segal space of spans in C with coefficients in F as the pullback
where F ′ is F regarded as a functor n,op → P(C), Span n (P(C); F ′ ) is the ∞-category of spans in the ∞-topos P(C) with coefficients in F ′ , and the bottom horizontal functor is induced by the Yoneda embedding. We define the variants SPAN n (C; F ), etc., similarly.
Remark 2.3.2. From the definition of SPAN n (P(C); F ′ ) we see that SPAN n (C; F ) has the following description: its fibre at I is the space of commutative diagrams
where Y denotes the Yoneda embedding. If we define F → C × n,op by the pullback square
Y ×F ′ then we can equivalently describe SPAN n (C; F ) as the space of commutative diagrams
is the bifibration (see §A.1) corresponding to F viewed as a functor C op × n,op → S.) From this we obtain an alternative definition of SPAN n (C; F ) I as the pullback
where the bottom horizontal map is the fibre product of the inclusion SPAN n (C) → SPAN n (C) with the functor n,op → SPAN n ( n,op ) corresponding to Π : â → n,op .
Remark 2.3.3. Given a functor F : C → Cat n (S), it follows from Remark 2.2.12 that we have
(i) If F : C op → Seg n−1 (S) lands in the full subcategory Cat (∞,n) of complete n-fold Segal spaces, then Span n (C; F ) is a complete Segal space.
(ii) If F is a functor from C op to symmetric monoidal n-fold Segal spaces, then Span n (C; F ) is symmetric monoidal. (iii) If F is a functor from C op to (∞, n)-categories with adjoints, then Span n (C; F ) has adjoints. (iv) If F is a functor from C op to symmetric monoidal (∞, n)-categories with duals, then Span n (C; F ) has duals. Proof. In case (i), F ′ : n,op → P(C) is a complete n-fold Segal object of P(C), so Span n (P(C); F ′ ) is a complete n-fold Segal space by [Hau18, Proposition 9.2]. The n-fold Segal space Span n (C; F ) is therefore complete as the limit of a diagram of complete objects, computed in n-fold Segal spaces, is complete. Similarly, in case (ii) F ′ is a symmetric monoidal n-fold Segal object in P(C), and so Span n (P(C); F ′ ) is symmetric monoidal by [Hau18, Proposition 13.1]. Moreover, the functors in the pullback square defining Span n (C; F ) are naturally symmetric monoidal, and the forgetful functor from symmetric monoidal n-fold Segal spaces to n-fold Segal spaces preserves limits. Parts (iii) and (iv) follow similarly using Corollary 2.1.16 together with [Hau18, Theorem 13.3 and Corollary 13.4]. Proposition 2.3.5. Suppose ξ, η are objects of Span n (C; F ) corresponding to pairs (x ∈ C, ξ ∈ F (x)), (y ∈ C, η ∈ F (y)). If we define F ξ,η : C /x,y → Seg n−1 (S) to be the functor that takes x ← z → y to the pullback
then there is a natural equivalence of (n − 1)-fold Segal spaces
Proof. From the definition of Span n (C; F ) as a pullback it follows that we have a pullback square
where ξ ′ is the morphism Y (x) → F 0,...,0 corresponding to ξ ∈ F 0,...,0 (x), and similarly for η ′ . By [Hau18, Proposition 9.3] we can identify Span n (P(C);
where
, and so by Lemma 2.2.13 we can equivalently identify this with Span n−1 (P(C) /Y (x)×Y (y) ; F ′ ξ ′ ,η ′ ), compatibly with the identification of Span n (P(C))(Y (x), Y (y)) with Span n−1 (P(C) /Y (x)×Y (y) ) from [Hau18, Proposition 8.3]. We thus have a pullback square
, and under this equivalence the functor
Our pullback square is therefore equivalent to that defining Span n−1 (C /x,y ; F ξ,η ), as required.
Remark 2.3.6. In the special case where C has a terminal object * and x ≃ y ≃ * , so that ξ and η are objects of F ( * ), we can identify F ξ,η with the functor C op → Seg n−1 (S) taking c ∈ C to the mapping (n − 1)-fold Segal space F (c)(f * ξ, f * η) , where f denotes the unique map c → * .
Spans with Coefficients in Cospans.
Suppose C is an ∞-category with pullbacks, and consider a functor F : C op → Cat po ∞ to the ∞-category of small ∞-categories with pushouts. Then we have a functor COSPAN n (F ) : C op → Cat n (S), and we can consider the n-uple Segal space SPAN n (C; COSPAN n (F )). Our goal in this subsection is to give a simpler description of this n-uple Segal space:
Proposition 2.4.1. Let F → C op be the cocartesian fibration corresponding to a functor F :
Our starting point is the following description of spans with coefficients in cospans:
∞ with corresponding cocartesian fibration F → C op , then SPAN n (C; COSPAN n (φ)) I is equivalent to the space of diagrams of the form 
Now Corollary A.2.6 identifies this with the space of commutative diagrams
is the underlying left fibration of the cocartesian fibration for the functor (c, I) → Fun(â I , φ(c)), and so Corollary A.3.10 identifies this space with that of commutative squares
such that α takes every morphism of Tw ℓ (â I ) × n,op â n,op that lies over a cartesian morphism in â n,op to a cocartesian morphism in F.
Notation 2.4.3. We use the abbreviation
Corollary 2.4.4. SPAN n (C; COSPAN n (φ)) I is the space of commutative diagrams
e. is a right Kan extension of its restriction to I , (2) α takes every morphism of Tw ℓ (â I ) × n,op â n,op that lies over a cartesian morphism in â n,op to a cocartesian morphism in F,
is cocartesian, i.e. is a left Kan extension of its restriction to πI (B),op .
In order to use this description to prove Proposition 2.4.1 we need to relate diagrams of shape X I to diagrams of shape â I,op in F. This we will do in two steps, using the following explicit description of the category X n :
Lemma 2.4.5.
(i) The category â n × op â 1,op is equivalent to the partially ordered set of quadruples of integers
This corresponds to a cartesian morphism in â 1,op if and only if b
is equivalent to the partially ordered set of quadruples of integers
i.e. the opposite of the partially ordered set in (i). The projections Tw
is equivalent to the partially ordered set of sextuples
This corresponds to a cartesian morphism in â 1,op if and only if c
respectively.
Proof. Since â 1,op → n,op is the cartesian fibration for the functor [n] ∈ → â n,op ∈ Cat, the category â 1,op has objects pairs ([n], (i, j)) with 0
On the other hand, the functor Π n : â
we get a bijection between the objects of â n × op â 1,op and the set of quadruples (a,
) is unique if it exists, and corresponds to the inequal-
which we can rewrite as
Equivalently, there is a unique morphism (a,
n , which we can identify with a quadruple (i, i
which corresponds to the inequalities
which we can combine into the single chain of inequalities
which proves (ii).
To prove (iii), observe that the fibre product Tw ℓ (â n )× op â 1,op is equivalently the fibre product
) of the categories considered in (i) and (ii). We can therefore identify an object of this category with a pair ((a,
The inequalities in (i) and (ii) also combine to give the inequalities in (iii) as the criterion for a morphism to exist in this partially ordered set.
Definition 2.4.6. Let T n denote the partially ordered set of quadruples (a,
, and we similarly define α I , β I , and γ I as products.
and similarly let C I denote the product of these morphisms viewed as morphisms in T I . Then composition with the functor β I induces an equivalence
where Map C/â I,op (T I , F) denotes the space of commutative squares
where f takes the morphisms in C I to cocartesian morphisms in F.
Proof. To prove this we will show that the morphism of marked simplicial sets
is marked anodyne in the cocartesian sense, i.e. dual to that of [Lur09a, Definition 3.1.1.1]. Marked anodyne morphisms are closed under the cartesian product of marked simplicial sets by [Lur09a, Proposition 3.1.2.3], so it suffices to prove the case n = 1. We will do this using a filtration of NT I ; to define this it is convenient to first make up some terminology and notation:
• We say a simplex of NT I is old if it is contained in the simplicial subset Nâ I,op , and new otherwise.
• If σ : ∆ n → NT I is a non-degenerate new simplex, corresponding to a sequence of morphisms
• If σ is a non-degenerate new n-simplex as above, we say that σ is long if ν(σ) > 0 and the morphism A ν(σ)−1 → A ν(σ) is in C n , and short otherwise.
• If σ is a long new non-degenerate (n + 1)-simplex then we say that σ is associated to the short new non-degenerate n-simplex d ν(σ)−1 σ. Observe that for every short new non-degenerate n-simplex there is a unique long new non-degenerate (n + 1)-simplex associated to it. We let F n be the smallest simplicial subset of NT I containing F n−1 (where we start with F −1 containing only the old simplices) together with the short new non-degenerate n-simplices and the long new non-degenerate (n + 1)-simplices. We then have a filtration of marked simplicial sets
where we implicitly regard all these simplicial sets as marked by those of their edges that lie in C n . Since NT I is the union of the simplicial subsets F i , it suffices to show that the morphisms F i−1 ֒→ F i are all marked anodyne.
Next, we define a subsidiary filtration
where G N,m contains F N −1 together with those short new non-degenerate N -simplices σ such that ν(σ) ≥ m, as well as their associated (N + 1)-simplices. Then it suffices to show that the inclusions G N,m ֒→ G N,m−1 are all marked anodyne. Consider now a short new non-degenerate N -simplex σ with associated (N + 1)-simplex σ ′ . Then we observe that
Thus we have pushouts
where the coproducts are over all short new non-degenerate N -simplices σ such that ν(σ) = m. If m > 0 then the top horizontal morphism is inner anodyne, and if m = 0 then for every σ the edge 0 → 1 in Λ N +1 0 is sent to an edge of NT n that lies in C n , hence the top horizontal morphism is still marked anodyne.
Let us also write Map C/â I,op (X I , F) for the space of commutative squares
where f takes the morphisms that lie over cartesian morphisms in â n,op to cocartesian morphisms in F. Then composition with α I and β I give natural maps
Now we define Map cocart C/â I,op (X I , F) to be the subspace of such squares where
is cocartesian, and we also define Map cocart C/â I,op (T I , F) to be the subspace of functors that restrict under β I to cocartesian functors â I,op → F.
Proposition 2.4.8. The maps given by composition with α I and β I restrict to maps
We need the well-known description of colimits in a cocartesian fibration, which we spell out as follows:
Lemma 2.4.9. Suppose π : E → B is a cocartesian fibration and I is a small ∞-category such that (i) B has colimits of shape I, (ii) each fibre E b has colimits of shape I, (iii) the cocartesian pushforward functor f ! :
Then E has colimits of shape I. The colimit of a diagram p : I → E is computed by (1) extending πp : I → B to a colimit diagram q :
Proof. By [Lur09a, Corollary 4.3.1.11] the assumptions imply that there exists a liftp : I ⊲ → E over q, which is a π-colimit diagram. Combining [Lur09a, Propositions 4.3.1.9 and 4.3.1.10], we see that this π-colimit is equivalent to the colimit of the pushed-forward diagram p ′ in the fibre E q(∞) . On the other hand, since q is a colimit diagram in B, [Lur09a, Proposition 4.3.1.5(2)] shows thatp is a π-colimit diagram if and only if it is a colimit diagram in E.
Proof of Proposition 2.4.8. We must check that composition with α I takes a commutative square in Map
Since F → C op is the cocartesian fibration corresponding to a functor C op → Cat po ∞ , Lemma 2.4.9 implies that a commutative square in F is a pushout if and only if it projects to a pushout square in C op and its cocartesian pushforward to the fibre over the terminal object is a pushout square in that fibre. This implies in particular that composition with F → C op takes cocartesian diagrams in F to cocartesian diagrams in C op . Thus it remains only to show that for every morphism i :
is cocartesian. But this diagram is a cocartesian pushforward to the fibre g(A) of the diagram
which is cocartesian by [Hau18, Proposition 5.9], and is therefore cocartesian, using again the description of pushouts in F.
Consequently we see that the functors α I and β I induce a morphism of n-uple Segal spaces
To see that this is an equivalence, we need the following observation:
Lemma 2.4.10. The functor α 1 : X 1 → T 1 exhibits T 1 as the localization of X 1 at the morphisms (0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1) → (0, . . . , 0, 1) and (0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1) → (0, 1, . . . , 1).
Proof. We can depict the partially ordered set X 1 as
and T 1 as (0, 0, 0, 0) → (0, 0, 0, 1) → (0, 0, 1, 1) ← (0, 1, 1, 1) ← (1, 1, 1, 1). The result is clear from this description, since both decompose as pushouts of free categories.
Proof of Proposition 2.4.1. We have a morphism of n-uple Segal spaces
To see that this is an equivalence, it suffices to show that it is an equivalence on fibres COSPAN n (F) I → SPAN n (C; COSPAN n (F )) I where I = ([i 1 ] , . . . , [i n ]) with i j = 0 or 1 for all j, which follows from the previous lemma.
Corollary 2.4.11. Let F : C op → Cat ∞ be a functor such that F (x) has finite colimits for x ∈ C and F (f ) : F (x) → F (y) preserves finite colimits for every morphism f : x → y in C op . Then there is a symmetric monoidal equivalence of symmetric monoidal (∞, n)-categories
Proof. Since the functors α I and β I are defined as cartesian products, we have a commutative diagram of equivalences
with the notation in the right-hand column interpreted so that it makes sense. Setting k = 1 and taking the fibres (via the maps â 0 ∐ â 0 → â 1 , etc.) at the constant maps to the initial object (which we denote with the subscript (∅, ∅)), we get a commutative diagram of equivalences
From this we see that on the underlying n-fold Segal objects the equivalences of Proposition 2.4.1 are compatible under delooping, i.e. we have commutative squares of equivalences
It follows that the equivalence Span n (C; Cospan n (F )) ∼ − → Cospan n (F) is symmetric monoidal, as required.
Remark 2.4.12. Let F be as above, and suppose σ : C op → F is a section that takes finite limits in C to colimits in F. Then it follows from the equivalence of Corollary 2.4.11 that σ induces a symmetric monoidal functor of (∞, n)-categories
2.5. Review of Higher Morita Categories. In this subsection we will briefly recall the definition of the higher Morita category of E n -algebras in an E n -monoidal ∞-category, as constructed in [Hau17] .
Definition 2.5.1. A n -monoidal ∞-category is a cocartesian fibration V ⊗ → n,op such that the corresponding functor n,op → Cat ∞ is an n-uple monoid in Cat ∞ , in the sense of Definition 2.1.10. We will abuse notation by writing V for V ⊗ (1,...,1) and just saying that "V is a n -monoidal ∞-category".
Remark 2.5.2. As a special case of Remark 2.1.12, the notion of n -monoidal ∞-category is equivalent to that of E n -monoidal ∞-category considered in [Lur17] .
Notation 2.5.3. We say a morphism in n := ×n is inert or active if each of its components in is inert or active, respectively, in the sense of Definition 2.1.1.
Definition 2.5.4. Suppose V is a n -monoidal ∞-category. Then a n,op -algebra in V is a section
Remark 2.5.5. It follows from the Dunn-Lurie additivity theorem that n,op -algebras in V are the same thing as E n -algebras; see [Hau17, Corollary A.27].
Definition 2.5.6. More generally, if O is an ∞-category over n,op with a suitable notion of inert morphisms living over the inert morphsims in n,op , we can define O-algebras in a n -monoidal ∞-category V as commutative triangles Definition 2.5.9. If S is some class of ∞-categories, we say that a n -monoidal ∞-category V ⊗ is compatible with S-shaped colimits if V has S-shaped colimits and the tensor product functor Definition 2.5.12. Suppose V is a n -monoidal ∞-category compatible with n,op -colimits. There is a functor n,op → Cat ∞ taking I to Alg defined by composing with φ. We let
be the corresponding cocartesian fibration, and write ALG n (V) for the full subcategory of ALG n (V) spanned by the composite n,op /I -algebras for all I. We can now state the main result of [Hau17]:
Theorem 2.5.13 ([Hau17, Theorem 5.31]). For V as above, the restricted functor ALG n (V) → n,op is a cocartesian fibration, and the corresponding functor is an n-uple category object in Cat ∞ .
Remark 2.5.14. The assumption that V is compatible with op -colimits can be weakened to the assumption that V "has good relative tensor products" in the sense of [Hau17, Definition 5.18]. In particular, it is not necessary that V has all simplicial colimits, only those that occur when forming relative tensor products. For example, if V is equipped with the cocartesian symmetric monoidal structure, then the relative tensor products are given by pushouts, and it is enough to assume that V has finite colimits.
Remark 2.5.15. An n-uple category object in Cat ∞ gives, by viewing ∞-categories as complete Segal spaces, an (n + 1)-uple Segal space. From this we can obtain an (n + 1)-fold Segal space via Proposition 2.1.6. Notation 2.5.16. We write Alg n (V) for the completion of the underlying (n + 1)-fold Segal space U n+1 Seg ALG n (V) of ALG n (V). Thus Alg n (V) is an (∞, n + 1)-category; we write alg n (V) for its underlying (∞, n)-category. Equivalently, alg n (V) is the completion of the underlying n-fold Segal space of the n-uple Segal space corresponding to the left fibration obtained by forgetting the noncocartesian morphisms in ALG n (V).
We then have the following results from [Hau17] , which we state for alg n (V), this being the version of the higher Morita category relevant in this paper: Corollary 2.5.18. If V is an E n+m -monoidal ∞-category, then alg n (V) is E m -monoidal. In particular, if V is symmetric monoidal, so is alg n (V).
We now discuss two conjectures that will be relevant to our understanding of the higher category of derived Poisson stacks.
Conjecture 2.5.19. Suppose V is a symmetric monoidal ∞-category compatible with n,op -colimits. Then the symmetric monoidal (∞, n)-category alg n (V) has duals (in the sense of Definition 2.1.14, i.e. its objects are dualizable and all i-morphisms have adjoints for 1 ≤ i < n). In particular, all objects of alg n (V) are fully dualizable.
Remark 2.5.20. This conjecture has been proved by Gwilliam and Scheimbauer in [GS18] for a closely related model alg F A n (V) of the higher Morita (∞, n)-category, defined using factorization algebras. It is expected that there is an equivalence alg F A n (V) ≃ alg n (V) when V is pointed, i.e. the unit of the monoidal structure is the initial object, and more generally that there is an equivalence alg F A n (V) ≃ alg n (V I/ ). Since the forgetful functor V I/ → V induces a symmetric monoidal functor alg n (V I/ ) → alg n (V), the result of Gwilliam-Scheimbauer together with such a hypothetical equivalence would imply that alg n (V) has duals (since duals and adjoints are preserved by any functor, and i-morphisms in alg n (V) for i < n are naturally pointed, and so lift uniquely to alg n (V I/ )).
Conjecture 2.5.21. If V is a pointed E n -monoidal ∞-category (i.e. the unit is the initial object) then the (n + 1)-fold Segal space U n+1 Seg ALG n (V) is complete. Remark 2.5.22. Completeness of an n-fold Segal space X is equivalent to completeness of the underlying Segal space X •,0,...,0 and of the (n − 1)-fold Segal spaces of maps X(x, y). In the case of U n+1 Seg ALG n (V) both the underlying Segal space and the (n − 1)-fold Segal spaces of maps can themselves be described as higher Morita categories (pointed if V is pointed). By induction, this means that it suffices to prove the conjecture in the case n = 1.
Remark 2.5.23. It is shown in [Sch14, §3.2.9] that for a pointed monoidal ∞-category the degeneracy map from the space of objects of U 2 Seg ALG 1 (V) to the space of equivalences is surjective on π 0 , i.e. in the pointed case every Morita equivalence comes from an equivalence of algebras in V. (More precisely, Scheimbauer proves the analogue of this statement for the factorization algebra model, but the proof also works for the algebraic model.) Conjecture 2.5.21 then amounts to the assertion that this essentially surjective map is in fact an equivalence.
2.6. Iterated Cospans as a Higher Morita Category. Suppose C is an ∞-category with finite colimits. Then we can define an (∞, n)-category Cospan n (C) of iterated cospans in C as in §2.2. We can also view C as a symmetric monoidal ∞-category via coproducts, and hence define an (∞, n)-category alg n (C ∐ ) of E n -algebras in C. In this subsection we will show that there is an equivalence Cospan n (C) ≃ alg n (C ∐ ).
For I in n , the space Cospan n (C) I is defined as a subspace of the underlying space of the ∞-category Fun(â I , C), while alg n (C ∐ ) I is similarly obtained (before completion) from Alg
We will prove the equivalence of (∞, n)-categories by finding a natural equivalence of ∞-categories
and a compatible equivalence between n,op /I -algebras and functors from I . We first consider the case n = 1, which breaks down into three steps: (1) We define a -∞-operad BM i and a natural map 
The case of n > 1 will then be obtained from this by induction.
Definition 2.6.1. Let BM n be the non-symmetric operad with objects x ij where 0 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n and multimorphisms given by
If BM ⊗ n denotes its (non-symmetric) category of operators, there is a natural map
Lemma 2.6.2. Composition with the functor
for all monoidal ∞-categories V.
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that V is compatible with colimits, as any monoidal ∞-category is a full subcategory of one that is (possibly passing to a larger universe if V is large and not presentable). Then we have a commutative square
Here the vertical arrows are both monadic right adjoints (e.g. by [GH15, Corollary A.5.6]), and the bottom horizontal arrow is an equivalence, since (
and (BM n ) [1] are both the set of pairs (i, j) with 0 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n. To show that the top horizontal arrow is an equivalence it now suffices by [Lur17, Corollary 4.7.3.16] to check that the natural map between free algebras for the two monads is an equivalence. From the formula for (non-symmetric) operadic left Kan extensions (see [GH15, §A.4]) we see that the corresponding monads are given by
which gives the desired equivalence.
Definition 2.6.3. Let BM * n be the non-symmetric operad with objects x ij with 0 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n, and multimorphisms given by
There is an obvious map π n : BM n → BM * n . We let BM * ,⊗ n → op be the category of operators for BM * n and denote the induced map BM ⊗ n → BM * ,⊗ n also by π n .
Remark 2.6.4. The operad BM * n is unital, i.e. every object has a unique nullary operation. By the non-symmetric variant of [Lur17, Proposition 2.3.1.11], this means that for every monoidal ∞-category V the forgetful functor
is an equivalence. In particular, the unit I, equipped with its unique BM * n -algebra structure, is initial in Alg
Proposition 2.6.5. The functor π n induces an equivalence
for every monoidal ∞-category V.
Proof. Since I ∈ Alg BM n (V) is the image of the initial object of Alg BM * n (V), the functor
factors uniquely through the forgetful functor from Alg BMn (V) I/ .
We may again assume, without loss of generality, that V is compatible with small colimits. Then we have a commutative square
Here the vertical arrows are both monadic right adjoints; for the left one this is because it factors as a composite Alg
, V) where both functors are not only monadic right adjoints but also preserve sifted colimits. Moreover, the bottom horizontal arrow is clearly an isomorphism (note that we use the underlying groupoid of (BM * n ) [1] ). Therefore, we may again use [Lur17, Corollary 4.7.3.16] to show that the top horizontal morphism is an equivalence by comparing the free algebras for the two monads. The left adjoint to the left-hand functor takes Φ to F BMn (Φ) ∐ I, where the coproduct is taken in BM n -algebras. The formula for F BMn identifies I with F BM n (δ) where
Since F BM n preserves colimits, this means we have
and so
In this coproduct we have a term of the form Φ(i 1 , j 1 ) ⊗ · · · ⊗ Φ(i k , j k ) whenever
corresponding to (i, i + 1, . . . i 1 − 1, i 1 , i 2 , i 2 + 1, . . . , j k , j k + 1, . . . , j − 1, i ′ ) with S identifying the pairs not of the form (i t , j t ). This gives equivalences
where the second equivalence again comes from the formula for operadic Kan extensions.
Corollary 2.6.6. If C is an ∞-category with finite coproducts, then there is a natural equivalence of ∞-categories Alg
Proof. Since C ∐ is unital, by Lemma 2.6.2 and Proposition 2.6.5 we have natural equivalences Alg
. Using the non-symmetric analogue of [Lur17, Proposition 2.4.3.9] it follows that the restriction functor Alg 
compatible with that of Corollary 2.6.6 in the sense that we have a commutative square
Passing to left adjoints, we see that under these equivalences the composite 
of ∞-categories.
We can now prove the general case by induction:
Corollary 2.6.9. If C is an ∞-category with finite coproducts, then we have a natural equivalence
(V) has a natural n -monoidal structure, given objectwise by the tensor product in V, such that there is a natural equivalence The canonical symmetric monoidal structure on the left-hand side corresponds to the cocartesian structure on the right, since this is the unique symmetric monoidal structure given objectwise in â J,op by the coproduct in C. For I = ([i], J) in n , using Corollary 2.6.6 we then have a natural equivalence
As in Remark 2.6.7 we also have a compatible equivalence Alg n n,op /I (C ∐ ) ≃ Fun( I,op , C) and hence a natural equivalence
Passing to underlying n-fold Segal spaces we get, since the symmetric monoidal structures are defined by delooping in both cases: Corollary 2.6.10. If C is an ∞-category with finite coproducts, then we have an equivalence of symmetric monoidal (∞, n)-categories
Higher Categories of Coisotropic Correspondences
Our goal in this section is to introduce the notion of (iterated) isotropic correspondences, and to construct higher categories where these are the (higher) morphisms. In §3.1 we give a brief outline of the theory of formal localization in derived algebraic geometry, as developed in [CPT + 17] . We then review the notions of Poisson structures on derived stacks and coisotropic structures on morphisms of derived stacks, also from [CPT + 17], in §3.2. We will avoid going into the technical details of the various constructions, and we refer to [CPT + 17] and to [PV18] for a more complete and precise treatment of the subject. In §3.3 we first define coisotropic correspondences between derived Poisson stacks, and then use the results of the previous section to construct (∞, n)-categories of derived Poisson stacks and iterated coisotropic correspondences. We finish by briefly discussing the expected relation of our higher categories to higher categories of symplectic derived stacks in §3.4.
Derived Stacks and Formal Localization.
We fix a base field k of characteristic 0. Let cdga ≤0 denote the ∞-category of commutative algebras in non-positively graded cochain complexes of k-modules. We write dSt for the ∞-category of derived stacks, i.e.étale sheaves of (large) spaces on cdga ≤0 . Representable (pre)sheaves give a fully faithful functor (cdga ≤0 ) op → dSt, and we write dAff ≃ (cdga ≤0 ) op for its image; objects of dAff will be called derived affine schemes. We denote by dArt ⊂ dSt the full subcategory of derived Artin stacks locally of finite presentation. This is a convenient ∞-category of derived stacks X which admit perfect cotangent complexes L X . The dual will be denoted by T X .
Consider the inclusion functor i : alg
where alg red is the full sub-∞-category of discrete reduced k-algebras. The ∞-category alg red can be endowed with theétale topology, and we let St red be the ∞-category of stacks on the associated site. By restriction, we immediately get a functor of ∞-categories
which has both a left adjoint i ! and a right adjoint i * .
Definition 3.1.1.
• The functor Note that by adjunction, for any X ∈ dSt we have canonical morphisms X → X dR and X red → X. One can prove that if X ∈ dSt is a derived stack, then X dR is simply given by
where A red is the reduced k-algebra H 0 (A)/Nilp(H 0 (A)). On the other hand, if Spec A ∈ dAff is affine, then (Spec A) red ≃ Spec(A red ). The theory of formal localization mainly deals with the study of the projection X → X dR . This map is of particular interest, as its fibers are precisely the formal completions of X at its points. More concretely, let Spec A → X dR be an A-point of X dR , and let X A be the fiber product
It can be shown (see [CPT + 17, Proposition 2.1.8]) that X A is equivalent to the formal completion of the map Spec A red → X × Spec A. This is easily seen to imply that (X A ) red ≃ Spec A red . In other words, one can think of X A as a sort of "formal thickening" of Spec A red . By the properties of the de Rham stack, the map Spec A → X dR corresponds to a map Spec A red → X, which is induced by the map Spec A red ≃ (X A ) red → X A , so that we get a commutative diagram
of derived stacks, where the square on the right is cartesian. The upshot of the above discussion is that we can think of X → X dR as a family of formal derived stacks, and, more explicitly, as the family of formal completions of X at its closed points. By the general theorem of [Lur11] , these formal completions correspond to dg Lie algebras. However, these dg Lie algebras do not extend to form a sheaf of dg Lie algebras over X dR . Instead, the ChevalleyEilenberg complexes of these dg Lie algebras extend globally, thus producing a sheaf of graded mixed algebras over X dR .
We are interested in studying prestacks on X dR , that is to say functors out of the ∞-category (dAff /X dR ) op . Let ǫ-dg gr be the ∞-category of graded mixed dg modules (i.e. the ∞-category underlying the model category of these considered in [CPT + 17] ). For notational convenience, we give the following definition.
Definition 3.1.2. Let X be a derived stack.
• We denote by D X the ∞-category of prestacks of ind-objects in graded mixed dg modules on X dR , that is to say
We consider this as a symmetric monoidal ∞-category with respect to the pointwise tensor product coming from Ind(ǫ-dg gr ).
• We denote by A X the ∞-category of prestacks of graded mixed cdgas in ind-objects on X dR , that is to say
Equivalently, since the tensor product on D X is pointwise, we have
Notice that both assignments X → D X and X → A X are functorial, in the sense that if we have a map f : X → Y of derived stacks, we immediately get a functor f * : D Y → D X (and similarly for A X ), simply given by pullback of prestacks. Equivalently, we can encode these functors into cocartesian fibrations D → dSt op and A → dSt op . Consider the following Ind-object in the ∞-category ǫ-dg gr :
where k(i) is the graded mixed module simply given by k sitting in degree 0 and weight i, together with the trivial mixed structure. The maps k(i) → k(i + 1) are the canonical morphisms in the ∞-category of graded mixed modules. The Ind-object k(∞) is a commutative algebra in the category Ind(ǫ-dg gr ), and it can be used to define two fundamental prestacks on X dR .
Definition 3.1.3. (1) The twisted crystalline structure sheaf of X is defined to be
(2) The twisted prestack of principal parts of X is defined as
Both prestacks D ∞ X dR and P ∞ X are functorial in X, in the sense that they can be interpreted as sections of the coartesian fibration A → dSt op . We will denote the corresponding sections by D ∞ and P ∞ respectively. Notice however that given a map of derived stacks f :
In other words, the section D ∞ is cocartesian, while P ∞ is not. We remark however that there is always an induced map 
Notice that by definition we have an equivalence A X ≃ CAlg(D X ) which in turn gives an equivalence
Thus, P ∞ X can be viewed as an object of CAlg(M X ), and P ∞ as a section of the cocartesian fibration M CAlg → dSt op corresponding to CAlg(M (-) ). By a slight abuse of notation we denote by M CAlg → dArt op the restriction of the cocartesian fibration M CAlg → dSt op to the full subcategory of derived Artin stacks locally of finite presentation. The following is the key input we will need to apply the results of the previous section to coisotropic correspondences: 
/ and the forgetful functor to CAlg(D W ) detects weakly contractible colimits, it suffices to show that the underlying diagram in CAlg(D W ) is a pushout. But by definition D W is a functor ∞-category, equipped with the pointwise symmetric monoidal structure, and so we have an equivalence
It is therefore enough to check that the diagram is a pushout when evaluated at each object of dAff /W dR . In other words, given a point Spec A → W dR , we need to show that the diagram
. Unraveling the definition of the twisted prestack of principal parts, we are left with proving that the diagram
is a pushout of graded mixed commutative algebras. The forgetful functor
creates colimits, hence it suffices to show that the above square is a pushout in the category of graded commutative algebras. Therefore we need to prove that the square
is a pushout of graded commutative algebras. Since the functor Sym A red (−) commutes with colimits, it is enough to prove that
is a pushout square. But this follows directly from [MS18b, Lemma 3.5].
Corollary 3.1.6. The section P ∞ : dArt op → M CAlg preserves finite colimits.
Proof. Proposition 3.1.5 implies, via Lemma 2.4.9, that P ∞ preserves pushouts. It thus only remains to show that it preserves the initial object, i.e. that P ∞ Spec k is the initial object of CAlg(M Spec k ), or equivalently that the canonical map D
Poisson and Coisotropic Structures.
In this subsection we recall the notions of Poisson and coisotropic structures in the context of derived algebraic geometry. Let dg be the symmetric monoidal model category of cochain complexes of k-modules. We will often work with an arbitrary symmetric monoidal ∞-category C satisfying a set of assumptions (see [CPT + 17, Section 1.1]; in particular, we refer there for a proof that the ∞-categories we consider here satisfy the assumptions).
Assumption 3.2.1. Let C be a symmetric monoidal model category which is combinatorial as a model category. Assume the following:
(1) C is tensored over dg compatibly with the model and symmetric monoidal structures.
(2) For any cofibration j : X → Y , any object A ∈ C and any morphism u : A⊗ X → C the pushout square
is a homotopy pushout. (3) For a cofibrant object X ∈ C, the functor X ⊗ (−) : C → C preserves weak equivalences. (4) C is a tractable model category.
(5) Weak equivalences in C are stable under filtered colimits and finite products. We denote by C the localization of C with respect to weak equivalences, which is a k-linear presentably symmetric monoidal ∞-category. We will abuse notation and just say "C satisfies Assumption 3.2.1", without explicitly mentioning the model category C.
Recall that P s+1 is the dg operad controlling s-shifted Poisson algebras (i.e. commutative algebras together with a compatible Lie bracket of degree −s); the notation is chosen so that P n is the cohomology of the little discs operad E n for n ≥ 2. The operad P s+1 can be used to define Poisson structures on commutative algebras (see [Mel16,  Definition 3.2.2. Let C be a k-linear symmetric monoidal ∞-category satisfying Assumption 3.2.1. We define Alg Ps+1 (C) to be the localization of the category of P s+1 -algebras in C along weak equivalences.
By construction we have a forgetful functor
Alg Ps+1 (C) −→ CAlg(C).
Definition 3.2.3. Let C be a symmetric monoidal ∞-category as above. Let A ∈ CAlg(C) be a commutative algebra. The space Pois(A, s) of s-shifted Poisson structures on A is the fiber of
taken at the point corresponding to the given commutative structure on A.
Note that the operad P s+1 has an involution given by changing the sign of the bracket which preserves the map from the commutative operad. Therefore, it induces an involution on Alg Ps+1 (C) which we consider as passing to the opposite P s+1 -algebra and, similarly, an involution on Pois(A, s) that we denote by π A → −π A .
Let X be a derived Artin stack locally of finite presentation. Recall from the previous section that one can associate to X an ∞-category M X , which in the language of [CPT + 17] corresponds to D ∞ X dR -modules. Moreover, one has a canonical object in CAlg(M X ), given by P ∞ X . We can define Poisson structures on X in the following way (see [CPT + 17, Theorem 3.1.2]).
Definition 3.2.4. With notations as above, the space Pois(X, s) of s-shifted Poisson structures on X is defined to be the space Pois(P ∞ X , s), where P ∞ X is considered as a commutative algebra in the
The notion of shifted Poisson structure on a derived stack admits a relative version. To state this we will use the following result (Poisson additivity) proved in [Saf18, Theorem 2.22].
Theorem 3.2.5. Let C be a symmetric monoidal ∞-category satisfying Assumption 3.2.1. Then there is an equivalence
of symmetric monoidal ∞-categories satisfying the following compatibilities:
(1) It is equivariant with respect to the involution on Alg Ps+1 (C) given by passing to the opposite P s+1 -algebra and the involution on Alg(Alg Ps (C)) given by passing to the opposite associative algebra. (2) It is compatible with the forgetful functors to CAlg(C), i.e. the diagram
Corollary 3.2.6. Let C be a symmetric monoidal ∞-category satisfying Assumption 3.2.1. Then there is an equivalence
of symmetric monoidal ∞-categories.
For a symmetric monoidal ∞-category C we denote by LMod(−) the ∞-category of pairs (A, M ) of an algebra A ∈ Alg(C) and a left A-module M ∈ C. Note that there is an equivalence LMod(CAlg(C)) ≃ Mor(CAlg(C)) of ∞-categories by [Lur17, Proposition 2.4.3.16], since the tensor product in CAlg(C) is the coproduct. As a consequence, we get a forgetful functor LMod(Alg Ps (C)) → Mor(CAlg(C)) defined for every integer s. Definition 3.2.7. Let C be a symmetric monoidal ∞-category satisfying Assumption 3.2.1. Let φ : A → B be a morphism of commutative algebras in C. The space Cois(φ, s) of s-shifted coisotropic structures on φ is the fiber of LMod(Alg Ps (C)) → Mor(CAlg(C)) taken at the point corresponding to φ.
We have a forgetful functor
where the last equivalence is given by Theorem 3.2.5, and this is compatible with the forgetful functor to CAlg(C). Therefore, we obtain a forgetful map Cois(φ, s) −→ Pois(A, s), i.e. an s-shifted coisotropic structure on A → B encodes an s-shifted Poisson structure on A together with some extra data.
Remark 3.2.8. It is also possible to give another definition of a shifted coisotropic structure. Namely, in [Saf17] and [MS18a] the authors describe a 2-colored operad P [s+1,s] . An important feature of this operad is that any P [s+1,s] -algebra (A, B) has an underlying morphism A → B of commutative algebras.
More specifically, there is a natural morphism of 2-colored operads Comm This alternative definition has the advantage of being somewhat more explicit, and it is proved to be equivalent to Definition 3.2.7 in [Saf18, Section 3] .
Similarly to what we did in Definition 3.2.4, we can now extend the notion of shifted coisotropic structure to general morphisms of derived stacks. Let f : Z → X be a morphism between derived Artin stacks locally of finite presentation. We have an induced symmetric monoidal functor f * : M X → M Z and a natural map f *
We can now give the following definition, which is [MS18b, Definition 2.1].
Definition 3.2.9. Let f : Z → X be a morphism of derived Artin stacks locally of finite presentation. The space Cois(f, s) of s-shifted coisotropic structures on f is the pullback
Pois(X, s)
In other words, an s-shifted coisotropic structure on a map f : Z → X of derived stacks is given by an s-shifted Poisson structure on X, together with a compatible P [s+1,s] -structure on the morphism f * 
The notion of an s-shifted coisotropic correspondence can be reinterpreted in a nice algebraic manner. Namely, consider an s-shifted coisotropic correspondence
between derived Artin stacks locally of finite presentation. The s-shifted Poisson structures on X and Y correspond to P s+1 -structures on P ∞ X and P ∞ Y . By Poisson additivity we can think of P ∞ X and P ∞ Y as associative algebras in the ∞-category of P s -algebras. In other words, they are objects of the ∞-categories Alg(Alg Ps (M X )) and Alg(Alg Ps (M Y )) respectively. Moreover, these s-shifted Poisson structures allow us to enhance
Y to an algebra object in Alg Ps (M Z ). Next, the s-shifted coisotropic structure on Z → X × Y endows P ∞ Z with a left module structure over
In this sense, coisotropic correspondences give a geometric incarnation of bimodules. This fact is the main motivation for our Morita approach to the construction of the ∞-category of coisotropic correspondences.
Remark 3.3.2. Note that a coisotropic morphism from X to Y corresponds to X viewed as a coisotropic correspondence from Spec k to Y . Following §2.2, we have a symmetric monoidal (∞, n)-category Span n (dArt) which has the following informal description:
• Its objects are derived Artin stacks locally of finite presentation.
• A 1-morphism from X to Y is given by a correspondence X ← Z → Y .
• Higher morphisms are given by iterated correspondences. The symmetric monoidal structure on Span n (dArt) is given by the product of derived Artin stacks with the unit given by the terminal object * = Spec k. Each object X ∈ Span n (dArt) is canonically self-dual with the evaluation and coevaluation maps given by
Next, using the notation introduced in the same section, we have a functor
This sends a derived stack X to the (∞, n)-category C n (X) := Cospan n (CAlg(M X )), which has the following informal description:
• Its objects are commutative algebra objects in M X .
• A 1-morphism from A to B is given by a cospan A → C ← B of commutative algebras in M X .
• Higher morphisms are given by iterated cospans. Following Section 2.3, we can also combine the two (∞, n)-categories we have introduced above into a symmetric monoidal (∞, n)-category Span n (dArt; C n ) whose objects are pairs (X, A) of a derived stack X ∈ dArt and a commutative algebra A ∈ M X . By Corollary 3.1.6 the section P ∞ : dArt op → M CAlg preserves finite colimits, so by Corollary 2.4.11 and Remark 2.4.12 it induces a symmetric monoidal functor Span n (dArt) −→ Span n (dArt; C n ).
The cocartesian monoidal structure on CAlg(M X ) corresponds to the usual tensor product of algebras, so by Corollary 2.6.10 we have an equivalence of diagrams of symmetric monoidal (∞, n)-categories C n ≃ alg n (CAlg(M)), where alg n (−) is the Morita (∞, n)-category of E n -algebras. Therefore, we have an equivalence of symmetric monoidal (∞, n)-categories
Next, the forgetful functor
is symmetric monoidal, so we obtain a forgetful functor of diagrams of symmetric monoidal (∞, n)-categories P s n := alg n (Alg Ps−n+1 (M)) −→ alg n (CAlg(M)) ≃ C n , and hence a forgetful functor of symmetric monoidal (∞, n)-categories Span n (dArt) Span n (dArt; C n ) of (∞, n)-categories.
Let M Ps+1 → dArt op be the cocartesian fibration corresponding to the functor
where the latter equivalence is given by Corollary 3.2.6. For a complete n-fold Segal space C we denote by C ≃ := C 0,...,0 ∈ S the space of objects of C. The space (CoisCorr s n ) ≃ is given by the pullback of spaces of objects obtained from the defining pullback of (∞, n)-categories. Since the n-fold Segal spaces of iterated spans are already complete, we have Span n (dArt) ≃ ≃ dArt ≃ , and by Proposition 2.4.1 we have
CAlg . Using Lemma 2.3.4 we can similarly identify Span n (dArt; alg n (Alg Ps−n+1 (M))) ≃ in terms of the fibration for alg n (Alg Ps−n+1 (M))
≃ . The symmetric monoidal ∞-category Alg Ps−n+1 (M) is pointed, so if we assume Conjecture 2.5.21 then we can identify this space with M ≃ Ps+1 . With this assumption we thus get a pullback square
of spaces. Therefore, the space of objects of CoisCorr s n coincides with the space of derived Artin stacks X equipped with a lift of P ∞ X ∈ CAlg(M X ) to a P s+1 -algebra in M X , i.e. an s-shifted Poisson structure π ∈ Pois(X, s). One may analyze in a similar way the space of 1-morphisms, so let us present an informal summary:
• Objects of CoisCorr s n are derived Artin stacks X ∈ dArt together with an s-shifted Poisson structure π X ∈ Pois(X, s).
• Its morphisms from (X, π X ) to (Y, π Y ) are given by correspondences X Assuming Conjecture 2.5.19, the symmetric monoidal (∞, n)-categories C n (X) and P s n (X) have duals for any derived Artin stack X ∈ dArt. Thus, by Lemma 2.3.4 the symmetric monoidal (∞, n)-categories Span n (dArt; P s n ) and Span n (dArt; C n ) have duals. The claim therefore follows from Corollary 2.1.16. 
of s-shifted two-forms and closed s-shifted two-forms by
where k(2)[−s−2] is the unit object concentrated in weight 2 and cohomological degree s+2 with the trivial mixed structure. Note that by construction we have a natural forgetful map A 2,cl (s) → A 2 (s). Applying the above construction to C = dg, the ∞-category of complexes of k-modules, we obtain functors
Let A 2 (s), A 2,cl (s) : dArt op → CAlg(S) be the corresponding right Kan extensions. Let C be a symmetric monoidal category satisfying Assumption 3.2.1 and C its localization. We define Alg Ps+1 (C) ω to be the category whose objects are P s+1 -algebras equipped with a strictly closed two-form ω. We have the following two functors
• Given a P s+1 -algebra A ∈ Alg Ps+1 (C), we define F 1 (A) to be the commutative algebra A[ ]/ 2 equipped with the bracket {a, b} = (1 + ){a, b} for a, b ∈ A.
• Given a P s+1 -algebra A ∈ Alg Ps+1 (C) equipped with a closed two-form ω = i f i d dR g i ∧d dR h i , we define F 2 (A) to be the commutative algebra A[ ]/ 2 equipped with the bracket {a, b} = {a, b} ± i f i {g i , a}{h i , b} with the sign determined by the Koszul sign rule. Note that both F 1 and F 2 modulo are given by the forgetful functor Alg Ps+1 (C) ω → Alg Ps+1 (C) and they preserve weak equivalences. Therefore, after localization they give rise to a diagram of symmetric monoidal ∞-categories
where the last functor is given by evaluating at = 0. We denote the limit of the above diagram by Alg Ps+1 (C) compat . This is the ∞-category of compatible pairs, see [CPT + Span n (dArt; alg n (Alg Ps−n+1 (M) compat ))
Note that by construction we have a symmetric monoidal forgetful functor Remark 3.4.5. In [CHS19] it is also shown that every symplectic derived stack determines an oriented extended TQFT using the AKSZ construction (defined in the derived algebro-geometric context in [PTVV13] ). It is tempting to speculate that there exists an analogue of the AKSZ construction for derived Poisson stacks (cf. [JF14] ), and that this can be used to construct, for every derived Poisson stack, oriented extended TQFTs 
Appendix A. Twisted Arrows and Bifibrations
Our goal in this appendix is to prove two somewhat technical results, Corollary A.2.6 and Proposition A.3.1, which will allow us to describe the higher category of spans with coefficients in cospans in Proposition 2.4.2.
A.1. Bifibrations. We begin with a preliminary discussion of bifibrations, in the following sense:
Definition A.1.1. A bifibration (p, q) : E → A × B consists of a cartesian fibration p and a cocartesian fibration q such that a morphism f in E is Lemma A.1.3. Consider a commutative triangle of ∞-categories
where (p, q) and (p ′ , q ′ ) are bifibrations. Then f takes q-cocartesian morphisms to q ′ -cocartesian morphism, and p-cartesian morphisms to p ′ -cartesian morphisms.
Proof. This is immediate from the definition as f takes a morphism φ in E such that p(φ) is an equivalence to the morphism f (φ) where p ′ f (φ) ≃ p(φ) is an equivalence, and similarly for q.
Proposition A.1.4. Suppose (p, q) : E → A × B is a functor such that p is a cartesian fibration, q is a cocartesian fibration, p takes q-cocartesian morphisms to equivalences, and q takes p-cartesian morphisms to equivalences. Then:
(i) The functor q a : E a → B on fibres at a ∈ A is a cocartesian fibration, and a morphism in E a is q a -cocartesian if and only if its image in E is q-cocartesian. (ii) The functor p b : E b → A on fibres at b ∈ B is a cartesian fibration, and a morphism in E b is p b -cartesian if and only if its image in E is p-cartesian.
Proof. We prove (i); the proof of (ii) is the same. Suppose
Here the bottom square is cartesian (since pφ is an equivalence in A), and so the top square is cartesian if and only if the outer square is cartesian. Suppose first that φ is q-cocartesian, so that the outer square is cartesian for any y. If py ≃ a, then we can take fibres in the top square at id a ∈ Map A (a, a) ≃ Map A (a, py), giving a square
which is cartesian since the top square is cartesian. This exhibits φ as q a -cocartesian. Moreover, since q-cocartesian morphisms exist, so do q a -cocartesian morphisms, i.e. q a is a cocartesian fibration. Now suppose that φ is q a -cocartesian. To show that φ is also q-cocartesian we must prove that the top square in the diagram above is cartesian for all y ∈ E. For a given y this will follow if we can show that for every map ψ : a → py the square
of fibres at φ is cartesian. Letψ : ψ * y → y be a p-cartesian morphism over ψ; then qψ is an equivalence, so this square is equivalent to
and this is cartesian since φ is by assumption q a -cocartesian.
Corollary A.1.5. Suppose (p, q) : E → A × B is as in Proposition A.1.4. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) (p, q) is a bifibration.
(2) q a is a left fibration for all a ∈ A.
Proof. Part (i) of Proposition A.1.4 implies that (p, q) is a bifibration if and only if every morphism in E a is q a -cocartesian for all a, i.e. q a is a left fibration. Similarly, part (ii) implies that (1) is equivalent to (3). Finally, since q a is by assumption a cocartesian fibration, it is a left fibration if and only if its fibres E a,b are ∞-groupoids for all b ∈ B, so (2) is equivalent to (4).
We will now show that we can replace bifibrations by left fibrations, and vice versa, using the following constructions: Construction A.1.6.
(i) Suppose (p, q) : E → A × B is a bifibration. Then we have a commutative triangle
where the diagonal maps are cartesian fibrations, and the horizontal map takes p-cartesian morphisms to cartesian morphisms for the projection A × B → A, as these are precisely the morphisms that project to equivalences in B. Let p ∨ : E ℓ → A be the cocartesian fibration dual to p, then dualization gives a commutative triangle
where the diagonal maps are cocartesian fibrations and the horizontal map preserves cocartesian morphisms.
(ii) Suppose (p, q) : F → A op × B is a left fibration. Then we have a commutative triangle
where the diagonal maps are cocartesian fibrations. A morphism φ : x → x ′ in F is pcocartesian if and only if q(φ) is an equivalence in B: In the commutative diagram
the top square is cocartesian since (p, q) is a left fibration, while the bottom square is cartesian if q(φ) is an equivalence, hence such a morphism is p-cocartesian; since such p-cocartesian morphisms always exist, by uniqueness all p-cocartesian morphisms must map to equivalences in B. Thus (p, q) preserves cocartesian morphisms in the triangle above, and so if p ∨ : F b → A denotes the cartesian fibration dual to p, we get a dual triangle
where the diagonal maps are cartesian fibrations and the horizontal map preserves cartesian morphisms.
Proposition A.1.7. We keep the notation of Construction A.1.6.
We prove general versions of the criteria we will use to establish this proposition:
Lemma A.1.8. Suppose given a commutative triangle
of functors between ∞-categories such that:
(1) p and q are cartesian fibrations.
(2) f takes p-cartesian edges to q-cartesian edges. Then f is also a cartesian fibration.
Proof. Suppose given e ∈ E lying over d ∈ D and c ∈ C (i.e. d ≃ f (e) and c ≃ p(e) ≃ q(d)) and a morphism δ :
Then we must show that there exists an f -cartesian morphism e ′ → e over δ. Since p is a cartesian fibration, there exists a p-cartesian morphism β : γ * e → e over γ, and as f takes p-cartesian edges to q-cartesian edges, its image in D is a q-cartesian edge f (β) :
There is then an essentially unique factorization of δ through f (β), as
Now α is a morphism in D c ′ , so since f c ′ is a cartesian fibration there exists an f c ′ -cartesian edge ǫ : α * γ * e → γ * e. We will show that the composite β • ǫ : α * γ * e → γ * e → e is an f -cartesian morphism over δ.
To see this, we consider the commutative diagram
where x is an arbitary object of E. By [Lur09a, Proposition 2.4.4.3] to see that β • ǫ is f -cartesian we must show that the composite of the two upper squares is cartesian. We will prove this by showing that both of the upper squares are cartesian. By construction β is p-cartesian and f (β) is q-cartesian, so the composite of the two right squares and the bottom right square are both cartesian, hence so is the upper right square.
Since a commutative square of spaces is cartesian if and only if the induced maps on all fibres are equivalences, to see that the upper left square is cartesian it suffices to show that the square
obtained by taking the fibre at µ : p(x) → c ′ is cartesian for every map µ. Now taking p-and qcartesian pullbacks along µ we can (since f takes p-cartesian morphisms to q-cartesian morphisms) identify this with the square
But this is cartesian since by assumption the map µ
Remark A.1.9. In the situation of Lemma A.1.8, if the maps on fibres f c are right fibrations for all c ∈ C, then condition (4) is automatically satisfied, since every morphism is f c -cartesian.
Lemma A.1.10. Suppose π : E → I × J is a functor of ∞-categories such that (i) the composite π I : E → I is a cartesian fibration, (ii) for every i ∈ I, the functor π i : E i → J on fibres over i is a cocartesian fibration.
Then the composite π J : E → J is a cocartesian fibration, and π preserves cocartesian morphisms.
Proof. Given e ∈ E lying over j ∈ J and a morphism φ : j → j ′ , we must show that there exists a cocartesian morphism in E over φ with source e. Suppose e lies over i ∈ I, and letφ : e → e ′ be a cocartesian morphism over φ in E i . We will show thatφ is also a cocartesian morphism in E. Thus we wish to prove that the commutative square
is cartesian for every x ∈ E lying over k ∈ J. It suffices to prove that the square
is cartesian, where x lies over l in I. But to show this, it's enough to show the commutative square
on fibres over f : i → l is cartesian for all f . Since E → I is a cartesian fibration, we can rewrite this as
where f * x → x is a cartesian morphism over f . But now this square is cartesian sinceφ is by assumption cocartesian in E i . The assertion that π preserves cocartesian morphisms amounts to π taking π J -cocartesian morphisms to equivalences in I, which is clear from our description of π J -cocartesian morphisms.
Proof of Proposition A.1.7. We first prove case (i). It follows from Corollary A.1.5 and Lemma A.1.8 (using Remark A.1.9) that (p ∨ , q ′ ) is a cocartesian fibration. Moreover, the fibre E ℓ a,b is by construction equivalent to the fibre E a,b , which is an ∞-groupoid, hence (p ∨ , q ′ ) is a left fibration. In case (ii), Lemma A.1.10 implies that q ′ is a cocartesian fibration, and that q ′ -cocartesian morphisms map to equivalences under p ∨ . Since we also know that q ′ takes p ∨ -cartesian morphisms to equivalences, Corollary A.1.5 implies that (p ∨ , q ′ ) is a bifibration since the fibres (F b ) a,b ≃ F a,b are ∞-groupoids. It is easy to see that any right fibration E → B is conservative, and so gives a pullback square
Thus if B is complete then so is E, which means that (ii) implies (iii). where φ preserves cartesian morphisms. We claim that φ is in fact a right fibration. To prove this we first use [Lur09a, Proposition 2.4.2.11] to see that φ is a locally cartesian fibration since fibrewise over C op it is given by E x ≃ (C ∆ 1 ) x ≃ C /x → C which is a right fibration; since the fibres are moreover spaces, this implies that φ is a right fibration.
We can now use [Lur17, Corollary 5.2.1.22] to conclude that E is equivalent to Tw r (C) over C×C op if and only if (i) for c ∈ C the fibre E c,C has a terminal object, (ii) for c ∈ C op the fibre E c,C op has a terminal object, (iii) an object x ∈ E over (a, b) is terminal in E a,C if and only if it is terminal in E b,C op . In our case, the fibre E c,C op is equivalent to C /c , and the fibre at c ∈ C is (C c/ )
op (as this is the dualization of the fibre C c/ → C of C ∆ 1 → C × C at c, and dualization preserves pullbacks.) Both of these clearly have terminal objects. An element in the fibre over (a, b) ∈ C × C op can be identified with a morphism b → a, and in both cases the criterion for this to be a fibrewise terminal object is that this morphism must be an equivalence. Under this equivalence, the cocartesian sections of H correspond to the functors F → G that take cartesian morphisms to cocartesian morphisms. Proof. This functor factors as the composite In the first diagram the diagonal morphisms are both cocartesian fibrations, while in the second they are cartesian fibrations; moreover, the functor Φ clearly preserves cocartesian and cartesian morphisms for these fibrations. To show that the top morphism is cofinal or coinitial it therefore suffices by Lemma A.3.8 to show that the induced morphisms on fibres are all cofinal in the first diagram and coinitial in the second diagram. At x ∈ C we can identify these with the projections Tw r (C /x ) → C /x and Tw r (C x/ ) op → C x/ , respectively. These are both cofinal and coinitial by Lemma A.3.6. We may also identify Tw 3 (I) with the pullback Tw r (I) × I op Tw r 2 (I) op . The functor whose limit we are taking clearly factors through Fun(I /x × F (y), G(j)).
Now consider the commutative triangle
where c is the functor induced by composition with ∆ 1 → ∆ 0 , taking an object to its identity morphism. This is a morphism of cartesian fibrations, given on fibres by {x} → C x/ , which is clearly coinitial; hence c is itself coinitial, as is its pullback along any morphism to the base C. In particular, the induced functor Tw r (I) op → Tw r (I) op × I I ∆ 1 is coinitial. Thus Fun I (F, G) can finally be identified with lim x→j∈Tw r (I) op Fun(I /x × F (j), G(j)), which is the same as our first expression for Fun I (I, H). To identify the cocartesian sections, observe that our work so far shows that the cocartesian fibration H → I has the same universal property as the cocartesian fibration given by (the dual of) [Lur09a, Corollary 3.2.2.13], whose cocartesian sections are shown there to be given by functors F → G that take cartesian morphisms to cocartesian ones. for any functor I → C × D. Under this equivalence, a cocartesian morphism in G corresponds to a functor
that takes cartesian morphisms for ∆ 1 × C E → ∆ 1 to cocartesian morphisms in F.
Proof. Apply Proposition A.3.1 to the pullback of the fibrations to I.
